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CETAjobs
up in the air

New Mexico

ATTENTION

DAILY

·/

Friday, August 25,1978

Uy ANNA POOLE
The future of 55 employees on the UNM campus whose positions arc
Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) are uncertain due to
mismanagement of funds at the city level.
Phillip Alarid, director of UNM's personnel office, said the University
"aoesn't know" what it will do .about the problems arising frotn CETA
budget deficits program or what will happen to the 55 employees hired
under the program.
The CETA office, administered through the mayor's office, reported
Wednesday a deficit of $915,000 if the program continued through September 30, the end of the fiscal year.
The CET A main office reported enough uncommitted funds to reduce
the cleficit to $652,000.

Traffic accidents mount

Freshmen and Sophomores!!!

Sbc~~hospitalized

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HEAVY
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND
A GUARANTEED GOOD JOB WHEN
YOU GRADUATE??

CETA reported funds will reduce deficit
Before Mayor Rusk's press conference Wednesday, CETA regional
director, William Harris called Rusk and announced that $350,000 in
emergency funds would be sent to Albuquerque to cover part of the deficit.
This reduced the deficit to $302,000.
The budget problems arose from agencies failing to include cost-of·
living raises and merit salary increases into their projected budgets, Rusk
said.
Lela Martinze, a clerical specialist IV in the CETA program who works
at Student Financial Aids, has five children and is divorced.
Martinze said she received a call from UNM's personnel office Wed·
nesday afternoon. "Personnel told me there would be a new flash and not
to panic,
"I don't know what to think. They might just tell me this afternoon I
don't have a job tomorrow. Personnel said not to panic and others in the
office say there is no money."
Alarid said after his office received word of the problem, his office
contacted all 55 employees and told them •'not to panic. A month is a long
time to start planning."

WE HAVE A SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM THAT IS A
GOOD DEAL

I

Personnel told clerk not to panic
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FISHER PHOTO

This auto accident, at the corner of Yale and Central, is one of many that occur in the
University area

Six people were hospitalized as
the result of 15 separate traffic
accidents in the university area this
week, police said. "Mopeds,
bicycles and drivers who are new to
and unfamiliar with the university
area were the cause of most of the
accidents,'' said Albuquerque

FOR THOSE SELECTED:
•·· FULL TUITION AND FEES PAID
• ··· ALL TEXTBOOKS PROVIDED
··· $100 PER MONTH TAX FREE DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
SUMMER ACTIVITIES WITH PAY

the mayor's office channeled CETA funds
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AND WHEN YOU GRADUATE
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•·· G\;ARANTEED EMPLOYMENT WITH EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS
···YOUR CHOICE OF SEVERAL OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS·
INCLUDING FLIGHT OR NUCLEAR POWER TRAINING
···INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL, ADVENTURE,:AND NUMEROUS
OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDING ADVANCED EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES
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AN UNCONVENTIO-NAL CHALLENGE
CAN
YOU

FIND
OUT
NOW

QUALIFY
???
• • •
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•••

STOP BY 720 YALE, NE (ON CAMPUS) OR
CALL 277-3744 or 277·3745

wants to spend the week in the
hospital, or a day at traffic court,"
he said.
"Our main problem is one of
manpower," said Kline. "If we
have to continue concentrating on
these traffic snarls, we can't answer
calls in other areas."

New library security works
(

GET STARTED IN THE
UNIVERSIJY OF NEW MEXICO
NAVY and MARINE CO~PS
ROTC

Police officer Tim Kline, who is
assigned to the area.
Kline said "unsafe movement"
on the part of drivers and riders
were the reason for most of the
accidents.
The officer urged extra caution
by all university drivers. "Nobody

Alarid said UNM plans hinge on whether the $350,000 in emergency
funds will be distributed proportionally or not.
An 8 a.m. meeting with 'President Davis, Vice President for Finance
John Perovich and Alarid was set for today.
CETA is a federally funded program to relieve unemployment. "The
Federal government· sends money to states and cities that qualify. In
Albuquerque the money is channelled through the mayor'~ office," Alarid
said.
Alarid. said the city administers the program, UNM requests positions,
the city allocates them and the employee is treated like a UNM employee.
The University cannot afford to put the CETA empoyuees on th.e UNM
payroll, Alarid said.
.
.
One alternative, Alarid said., is to reduce the employees workmg time to
half·days. "Another alternative is to recover through a hiring freeze and
divert that money into a pool to finance CETA for a month"
Alarid said the city administers the program, UNM requests positions,
the city allocates them and the employee is treated like a UNM employee ..
The University cannot afford to put the CETA employees on the UNM
payroll, Afarid said.

I
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By DEBBIE LEVY
If any of you clever little thieves
are planning to steal a book or two
from any of UNM's libraries,
forget it. The new security book
system works.
The effectiveness of the security
system was proven Wednesday
morning at the check-out area of
Zimmerman library. A LOBO
reporter hid a library copy of Griffie
arid Punishment in her purse and
tried to exit through the security
area. When she reached the "exit"
bar, the bar did not release, a bell
sounded, and she could not pass
through. The library staff member
manning the security check·out
-asked the reporter to back up and
try leaving through the adjoining
exit bar. When this mechanism
prevented her from exiting also, the
staff member asked her to "return"
to the book check out desk and
have the book "re-desensitized."
The book had never been either
checked out or desensitized.
The new system, wllich was
installed last week, cost an
estimated $22,000, based 011 figures
submitted by the 3·M Company,
who furnished the detection system,
said University architect Van Darn
Hooker.
Dean of Library Services Paul
Vassallo said that although not all
the books in all campus libraries
have been sensitized, a "Vast
majority'' of the total 800,000
books have been treated with a
special sensitizing tape. Vassallo
said the process of treating the
books has taken two years but that
all new materials received by the
ContlnulJd on page 3
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One alternative, Alarid said, is to reduce the employee's Working time to
half-days. "Another alternative is to recover through a hiring freeze and
divert that money into a pool to finance CETAfor amonth."
CETA workers are in many positions at UNM Alarid said. •'They are at
the physical plant, in clerical .POSitions and even in some professional
positions."
.
. ,
Alarid said it would be difficult to replace CETA employees with workstudy students. "It would take a good number of work-study students to
replace one full-time worker and the continuity is lost." ,
.
.
The impact, if all CETA employees were lost, Aland said, would be
"great" on those offices with CETA workers.
Once the problems facing CETA employees during September are over,
Alarid said the University must decide what is to be done for the next fiscal
year.
"We don't know what the budget will be for the next fiscal year. We
have one month to Work on that solution, The bill is not out of Congress
Continued on page 3

UNM student vet
population declines
One qf the last organizations
from the 1960's is slowly dying out.
. The number of student Veterans
who are going to school under the
Gl Bill peaked in 1974 with 2500 at
UNM. This year there are 1500;
said Joel Sherman, veteran's
education representative.
"We are seeing a steady drop off
in enrollment figures,'' Sherman
said. "Unless the GJ Bill is rein•
stituted by 1985, student vets will
number about 100 or 200."
"There will still be Gl BUI
student veterans for another
decade," Sherman ·said. The
FISHER PHOTO
wartime education program may
LOBO reporter Ann8 Poole surreptitiously puts a copy of not be used·after 1989.
Persons who entered the military
Clime IJIJd Punishment into her purse.

aftedanuary 1977 were not eligible
for di Bill bene!its. After that date,
veterans call go to school onder a
"matching funds" program,
Sherman said. Under the Con"
tributary Educational Assistance
Program, servic~men invest part of
their paycheck into the fund each
month. When they get out, the
government matches that amount
and the savings are used toward
education, Sherman said.
The veteran's representative said,
"The only drawback is that the Gl
must plan ahead for school While he
is in the military.''
So far there have not been any
veterans registered at UNM under
the "matching (unds;; program,
Sherman said.
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Kim enters guilty plea
WASH I NCiTON
llthltle~\nwn

(UP))

hatl already been convicted lu;t
of compiring to funnel
MfXJ,lXJO from the Seoul govern·
mcnt to congressmen as part of a
South Korean sdwme to buy influence on Capitol Hill in the early

guilty Th\Jr\day to one cotmt of
im:ornc LH:< cva~ion in connection
with tile Korean influence peddling
ease and got a smpcn<.lcd one year
'cntcncc.
<'onduding .a plea bargaining
arrangement, U.S. Distrkt .Judge
Thomas Flunncry uho fined Kim
$10,000,
while the .Justice
Dcpatmcnt dropped a second tax
evasion count again;! him.
Federal prosecutors aho droppe(.)
two tax evasion counts agaimt his
wife.
Kim, a Korean-born American
dtizc~ who is based in Maryland,

!97()>.

Campus Auto Parts
With Student ID Card
save 20°/o to 30°/o
All name brand auto parts
M-F 8-6 Sat 8-5 • Closed Sun

2112 Central SE • 247-0321

Underwritten by KEYSTONE LIFE INS. CO,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 21,1978 thru September 10, 1978
Enrollment may be by
Fall Semester or for full year.
Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1-4 p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office
Local Agent:
Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Mountain Rd., N.E.
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265,7040

,.................,

: complete :
•:
•
range
:
: of materials i
•: for the artist :•
Rolls,. pads & sheels ol papers
Stretched canvasses & panels
Drawing penclls I Charcoal I SpJaV$
Shi\'a I Dana I Gt.unibat::her
Winsor & Newton painf'i
LlqtJiie)j acr'j'flc palnl* & lnP.dioms

-
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II
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10°/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I.D.
·
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ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

251. 0..Centl'lll. "'."· S.E, AlbL.ICiuerque., .NIII7108. '. 505·285-. 3733.
ACROSS F'AOM JOHNSON. GVM
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against Nicaraguan President
Anastasio Somoza Debayle.
Aboard the two planes that
brought them out of Nicaragua
were eight officials still held
hostage to ensure a safe flight,
some of them taken in a blazing
gunfight at the Managua National
Palace Tuesday.
The terrorists' leader, a blackbereted man carrying an automatic
rille and several hand grenades who
went by the name of "Zero,"
denied to reporters at the airport
that his Sandinista Liberation Front
was financed by Cuban President
Fidel Castro.

"We didn't need help from
anyone," he said, speaking in a
hoarse voice. "We're intelligent.
We're
capable.
We're
revolutionaries.''
Tbe group boarded National
Guard buses and was taken to an
undisclosed destination near
Panama City soon after the
Venezuelan Air Force Hercules C130 and an airliner run by
Panama's Copa Airlines landed at
the military airport.
Originally, one group was
supposed to fly on to Venezuela,
but all decided to stay in Panama,

uzero" said.

The flights climaxed a bold and
bloody operation aimed at securing
freedom for the prisoners, $10
million in cash ransom and
nationwide publicity for their 20year-old
campaign
against
II
President Anastasio Somoza
w.ASHINGTON (UPI) - An insurance adjustor who was part of . Debayle.
Flon~a "arson empire" told a Senate panel Thursday how one of his " The gov~rnemet said it ~ade a
assocHites bought a house for $50, got $38,000 in fire insurance and had compromtse agreeement
and
the place burned down 45 days later.·
government sources doubted the
Josep~ Carter, now serving a federal prison term for conspiracy to ransom was more than $500,000.
defraud msurance compani~s. said th~ fire did not compeletely level the
ht;use and he settled w1th h1s accomplice for a $17,000 insurance payoff.
H1s share was $2,000.
But the gutted dwelling remained insured, he said, and was later burned
all the way down on a second try.
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
. Testifying at .a Se.nate permanent inv~stil\ations subcommittee hearing
Senate approved a five-year $52.5
Into the arson lor !me r~cket, Carter satd h1s accomplice had bought the
billion program of federal aid to
house for next to nothmg from an improverished and illiterate black
elementary
and seconday schools
woman.
Thursday after refusing to kill
An incredulous Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-F!a., asked, "How in the world
experimental projects in teaching
co~ld they buy a b~ilding for $50 and insure il for $38,000?"
the "three Rs" and several off-beat
~ecause they (msurance agents) did not inspect the building," Carter
subjects.
tephed.
The education bill, adpoted 86-7,
. Caretr, prolec~ed by U.S. marshals during his appearance, said he got
will have to be reconciled with a
mto arson for htre operations in the Tampa, Fla., area in the late t960s
somewhat smaller version approved
af~:r he had ru~ up heavy gambling debts at dog tracks.
by the House in July.
After a whtle, we developed something of a system," he said. "They
The authorization is basically
wo~ld as.k me what companies would be the best ones to approach about
designed to provide federal aid for
ge~;mg higher coverage on buildings they owned and wanted to 'torch.'
disadvanted students and schools
I would. s.teer them t.o the. companies with the most liberal claims
districts through grants and other
payment po.hctes, compames whtch also paid in a hurry."
types of programs •
. Carter satd the group also included insurance agents, the arsonists and
Slightly more than $27 billion of
ftre. department personnel, all working to defraud the insurance comthe
total was authorized for grants
pames.
to the disadvanted children and
."While our group was working smoothly, we had an arson empire "he
about $9.5 billion for helping
satd.
'
"impacted" school districts
burdened by children of government employees who work at taxexempt federal installations or
WASHINGTON (UP!) - Pan
military bases.
American World Airways, seeking
President Carter wanted to trim
Pan Am is prohibited from flying
to merge with National Airlines,
the highly controversial impact aid
said Thursday it will drop some of between U.S. cities, and a merger
program but the Senate voted to
its foreign routes next month "in would allow the new entity to add
hold the total at about current
order to be businesslike and National's domestic routes to Pan levels.
Am's foreign ones.
profitable."
The rest of the funds are scatTestifying on a bill designed to tered over a wide range of special
The reduction in service could be
restored partially if the merger goes increase competition in in- programs and projects, including
through, Pan Am Chairman ternational aviation, Seawell said . adult and teacher training.
William T. Seawell told the Senate acquisition of profitable domestic
Sen. Robert Morgan, D-N.C.,
air routes is needed to cushion sought to kill a new program which
~ill!:l!W!..~C<Jmtnittee.
setbacks in the international would provide about $754 million
market, dominated by foreign over five years in an effort to
New Mexico
airlines that are subsidized by their bolster basic education - reading,
DAILY LOBO~
governments.
writing and arithmetic. His
"If you are a U .S."flag airline amendment was defeated 62-30.
Vol. 83
No.6
381401
that possesses a domestic system,
Morgan argued that the Senate
The Nw> t.lorlco DaiiJI Lob.J I• P'>btuhed
you
have
a
cushion
against
the
was
embarking "on art entirely new
Monday through Friday eVery regular Week
effects of inequitable market access program when we are trying to get
or the Unfvenity year and Weekly during the
summer session by_ the Board o£ Student
and discriminatory treatment spending under control." He said it
PublicationS of the University of New Mexico,
and Is, riot· financially doclaled wJth UNM,
~hr·na.d." Seawell testified.
could lead to "comprehensive
Second CIIUS post111gil. p_ald at AlbUqUC(quc,
government control over what is
New_ Me:dco 87131. SubScription nile is
$lO.OOfot the academic year.
our public school system."
The opl'nfons expressed ori ihe edltoiiBl
pages of The Drlll~ Lobo liire those of thtt
Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.t.,
author solely. Urulgne:l _Oplrifon Is that of thf!
floor manager for the bill, said the
editorial board _or The Daily Lobo·, Nothing
l"'rlnted In The DaJ\y Lobo -~aill)
average ability of students to read,
•ctnmuts the vfews of the ·University 9f New
write and count "was declining and
Me.:Jco.
we had to do something about it."

Senate approves
d
·
1 "d
8 UCatiOn a a1

Student Health Insurance

:
•

83 prisoners released

Senate hears of
Arson Empire''

10°/o Discount

:

8 hosta_qes held

PANAMA CITY (UPl) Twenty-five
h ca vi Jy-ar m ed
Nicaraguan terrorists arrived in
Panama Thursday, bringing with
them 83 political prisoners whose
Kim, 56, is the only South freedom they exchanged for the
Korean convictc(.) as a result of the lives of scores of government oflong-running inll uencc pcduling ficials they held hostage for 45
hours in Nicaragua's national
investigation.
palace.
The terrorists and the prisoners,
fresh from a bcro's sendoff from
thousands of suporters at the
Parts PI\IS ... ,..
Managua Airport, immediately
<mtoslor<> .....
sought political asylum in Panama
saying they wanted to stay close to
Nicaragua to continue the battle

He received a six month prison
>cntcncc as a result of that conviction but is free pending the
outcome of an appeal.

.....
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World News

Hnncbo Kim plcm.led April

:

Airline plans route cut

Continued from pogo 1

and it may not be out by October l, the beginning of the new fiscal year ''
Alarid said.
'
The unemployment rate in Albuquerque is lower this year, he said, and
with a lower unemployment rate comes a smaHcr budget.
"We have to think in terms of reduced doll&rs and plan accordingly. 1
don't know what will happen," he said.
"Hopefully, we can transfer some CETA employees into University
funded positions and have sufficient funds provided to retain the others "
hesaid.
'
. Alar!d said the goal of CETA was to get the "hard-core unemployed"
mto a JOb. "Then transfer that person into an employer funded position.
The University has been very successful in this. We have the best transition
rate in the city."
Alarid said it was "rough on the department getting new employees but
it helps the unemployment situation.''
At Wednesday's press conference Mayor Rusk announced the
suspension of four officials in the CETA program. Former director
Orl~ndo Sedillo; Chris Montano, deputy director; Bobbie Jones, public
serv1ce employment manager; and .Phil Ruybalid, fiscal operations
manager.

About people
NAIROBI (UP!)-- President ldi
A min of Uganda Thursday said he
shot a hippopotamus when it
charged theboat he was sailing on
with his children.
Rauio Uganda quoted A min as
saying he was sailing on Lake
Victoria when the hippo surged
through the water intending to ram
the craft.
"It was dark and difficult to see
the target, but the President
managed to shoot the hippo," the
radio said.
He then ordered it to be dragged
from the water, stuffed and
mounted.
MINEHEAD, England (UPI)--A
magistrate's court Thursday
postponed until October a hearing
of charges against former Liberal
party leader Jeremy Thorpe and
three other men of conspiracy to
murder a former male model who
alleged he and Thorpe once were
homosexual lovers.
The hearing originally was set for
Sept. 12 -- the day before the
Liberal party opens its annual
convention at Southport. Political
informants said Liberal party
leaders had been concerned that the
timing of the Thorpe hearing just
before the convention would prove
embatassing to the party.
The West Somerset Magistrates'
Court here set a new date of Oct. 9.
It said this wasby agreement of all
parties concerned, including police.
Thorpe, 49, leader of the Liberal
party from 1967 to 1976, was
arrested and charged together with
three other men with.conspiracy to
murder Norman Scott, 38.
Thorpe has denied Scott's
homosexuality claims. He still is a
member of Parliament and has said
he plans to
again in the next
Parliamentary general election.

run

CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI)-Miss Universe 1978, a 19-year-old
green·eyed brunette . from South
Africa, says she would not object to
marrying a black man as long as she
were in Jove with him.
Margaret Gardiner, who won the
Miss Universe in Acapulco, arrived
in this South American· capitol
Wednesday for a brief stay and was
expected to leave for the United

Students get funds
Federal and State financial aid
program allocations for 1978 are
being dispersd to UNM students
who applied and qualified for the
aid, officials said.
Expenditures within several
different financial aid programs,
specifically the Basic Economic
Opportunity Grant (BEOG), New
Mexico Student Loans (NMSL) and
the work study programs are quite
substantial, although the fiscalyear
budget of these appropriations
began July I, said John Whiteside,
associate director of student
fianancial aid.
"Scheduled dispersements have
been committed to university
students," said Whiteside.
Committment of these federal
fonds does not, however, mean that
they are depleted, said Whiteside.

States during the weekend.
"! am willing to marry any man
that I love," said Miss Gardiner in
an interview published Thursday
when she was asked if she wou.ld
wed a black man.
She said that people have
erroneous in formation regarding
South Africa and pointed out that
"over the last five years things have
changed. Today, whites and blacks
(in South Africa) live together
without problems, of course,
separated. Blacks now can go to
restaurants, night spots and all the
places frequented by whites."

• • •

Library
Con tlnuod frQm pa9o 1

libraries are immediately sensitized.
At a cost of eight to ten cents for
each sensitizing tape strip, Vassallo
said it is too expensive to treat all
books in all campus libraries.
There is no visible way to
determine whether a book has been
sensitized.
When a book is checked out, the
book is desensitized by a special
machine. If by chance the book is
not desensitized, the possessor will
be stopped at the security checkout. The magnetic tape which has
not been desensitized will trigger
the bell and alert library personnel.
Last year when the security
system was first installed, the
library lighting system emitted a
sound which interfered with the
security mechaniusm. All 3,500
light units were replaced with units
which did not set off the security
bell at a cost $76,543.
Dean Vassallo said he hopes the
student government will take action
to come up with a penalty for
stealing a library book. Otherwise,
he said, he intends to go to the dean
of students seeking some solution.
"We want to have the material
available for the university community," Vassallo said. "If a book
is stolen, it's a case of one
university community member
hurting all others. He is denying the
others access to knowledge."
Because this is the case, Vassallo
said, the best solution would be for
students to police other students via
legislation enacted by the student
government.
"The students should be the ones
to decide on the process for
determining guilt of innocence and
for determining the penalty,"
Vassallo said.
He said the ultimate purpose for
the security system and possible
legislation for punishing .offenders
is to protect the students.

ASHER PHOTU

Reporter is stopped by the exit bar as she tries to /e{lve the
library with a stolen book

LOS ANGELES (UPJ)--Tuesday
Weld, who appears with Nick Nolte
in the film "Who'll Stop The
Rain," filed a 15 million dollar suit
against United Artists Corp. for not
giving her star billing in the film's
advertising.
The suit, filed Wednesday in Los
Angeles Superior Court, claims
Miss Weld's contract calls for her
to have star billing along with
Nolte in the advertising, but such
billing was not given.
In one newspaper ad, Nolte's
name appears in large type next to
his picture at the top of the ad,
while Miss Weld is only mentioned
in smaller type at the bottom.
The suit seeks five million dollars
Artists Robert Cumming and
each in general and punitive Harmony Hammond ate scheduled
damages and another five million to speak soon at UNM as part of
for statutory penalties.
the art department's visiting artist
LOS ANGELES (UP!) _
lecturese~Ies.
.
American Broadcasting ComCummi?gs, .a co~ceptual ru;ttst
panics, Inc., Wednesday filed a five · fro'? Cal.tforma, Wtll show shdes
million breach of contract suit dunng his speech, sche~uled to
against Redd Foxx and his begin .at 8 p.m: Aug. 28 m Room
production companies and also 2018 ofUNM Ft.neArts Center.
sought an injunction to prevent the
Hammond .wtll speak at 8 p.m,
comedian from working for anyone Sept, 5, also m Room 2018 of the
else.
Fine Arts Center. ~t;r. lecture will
The superior court suit claimed focus on an . exhi~Itton of her
Foxx and his three companies, EF- current w.ork, titled The Ballad of
OH-EX-EX Productions
Redd the Crymg Bead and Related
Foxx productions, Inc., a~d Redd Drawings," which will, be show~ in
Foxx.Enterprises, Inc., breached an the art department s teachmg
October 1975 contract to provide a gallery Sept. 5 to 22.
television pilot starring Foxx for
Both lectures are open to the
ABC.
public at no charge.

Lectures feature
visiting artists

14 Karat gold chains and wristlets -~
a popular twosome
for giving and getting!
a. Serpentine wristlet,
from '17.50
b. Venetian box chain, from '55.00
c. Venetian box wristlet, from '27.50
d. Serpentine chain, from '25.00

~

~~~

Zales artd Fri•ert1ls make wishes come lniel

ZALES
The Diamond Store
lllustratioris enlarged.

318 Central S.W. • 263 Montgomery Plaza
63 Winrock Center e752 Coronado Center
• 901 Sunset Road, S.W. •
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Gay Unity Weekend Set
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Gays await activists

:u:Pu~ lK!Jt.!l~

By BILL ROBERTSON

Editorial

Albuquerque's gay community is
preparing today for the arrival of
Leonard Matlovich and Troy
Perry,
gay
activists
from
California, to signify the start of
Gay Unity Weekend in the Duke
City.
Dave Maurcn, owner-manager of
the Heights Lounge, one of three
ga_Y-oriented bars in Albuquerque,
satd the purpose of Gay Unity
Weekend is to "promote unity
among the homosexual community
in the city."

Keeping promises
Wu aw rleliuhtod to soc ASUNM senators disregarding, at least
t"mpm.Jrily, the ac:cusations and cou~ter accusations being flung
dtll<>ll!J vanous mernbors of the senate and finally fJ£ltling down to the
work at twfHJ.
Wh!lther or not there is a drive for making the Student Alliance party
a chartnred organization, whether or not there is talk of bloc voting,
wlmther or not there are personal or political clashes within the senate
15 not all that vital to the students of UNM if the senators are attending
rnfletings and conducting business as they were elected to do.
The mud-slinging may be exciting to some and just interesting
readinu to others, but as long as it does not interfere with the senate's
<lutics as an entity, there should be no cause for alarm or scrutiny.
We have watched the senate's disunity all but destroy its etfcctivemlss as a body in the past. Most of this semester's senators have
expressed a desire to forget former animosities and hostilities and get
something accomplished. We not only hope, but we expect these
senators to mean what they say.
Politicians espousing promises are a dime a dozen; politicians who
keep their promises are much harder to find.

Support the tax
Mayor David Rusk has pleaded for University students' support of his
proposed quarter-cent city gross receipts tax increase.
Rusk said the tax increase is needed to continue "basic city services"
and, he said, "in some vital areas we're behind."
We support the quarter-cent tax increase; Albuquerqueans were
paying four and a quarter per cent sales tax until July 1, when the tax
was reduced back to a four-cents-on-the-dollar tax. The increase was
hardly noticeable, although the quarter"cent increase might have stung
a bit on large purchases. However, it was not a big deal in day-to·day
consumer purchases.
We urge the residents of Albuquerque to support the mayor's tax
proposal. It will go a long way in city repairs, renovations and expansions.

Credits applauded
The U.S. Senate deserves a round of applause.
In an overwhelming voice vote Wednesday, the Senate approved tax
credits for home insulation and solar energy.
The vote was a small victory for President Carter, who included the
proposal in his comprehensive tax package-the remains of which
appear dead for this year.
The action would provide tax credits of up to $400 for home insulation, storm doors and windows and other home energy-saving
features and up to $2,200 for solar energy devices.
The credits would apply retroactively, covering purchases and
renovations dating back to the day Carter introduced his tax plan to
Congress- April20, 1977.
It's high time Congress follows the example set by energy-conscious
Americans and realizes the importance of energy conservation
measures. It's also time the government at least partially, reimburses
those industrious citizens wise enough to rnake such changes in their
homes.

Correction
In c.ne of yesterday's editorials, entitled, " ..• and $15,000 spent," it
was erroneously stated that the entire $15,000 is being spent on duck
pond beautification. Only a part of that sum is being used for the duck
pOnd area; the rest is being spent on north campus landscaping, We
regret the error.

I

Matlovich, subject of an NBCTV movie aired Monday night, was
a sergeant in the United Sates Air
Force when he disclosed that he was
gay. Subsequently in September of
1975 he was given a less-thanhonorable general discharge,
despite his record as an expert on
race relations within the Air Force.
Perry is founder of the

Metropolitan Community Church
of California and was recently
voted the fourth most influential
man in the state (Jerry Brown was
first, Ronald Reagan fifth.) Formerly a minister of the Pentecostal
Church in Santa Barbara, he was
expelled by church elders when they
learned of his homosexuality.

California State Legislature.
Sponsored by state senator John
Briggs, the amendment is an attempt to prevent any homosexual
or homosexual sympathizer fmm
participating in the education of
children in California,
"It (the Briggs Am~ndment) is a
new form of McCarthyism,''
Taylor said. ''It's also unBill Taylor IS former pastor of constitutional, because it infringes
the Albuqerque Metropolitan on a person's freedom of religion.
Community Church (MCC) and is Anyone attending services at the
helping Maurer organize Gay Unity Metropolitan Community Church
Weekend in Albuquerque. l-Ie said, can be fired from their job, even if
"Perry organized the church in they aren't gay," he s&id.
1968, and it is now recognized as
Passage of the Briggs Amendthe fastest-growing church in the ment, Taylor said, would make
world." From its beginnings in Los police action into a person's private
Angeles in 1968, Taylor .said, the life a reality. "We all know what
MCC now operates 200 churches happened during the McCarthy
across the globe.
era," he said. "A lot of people were
Matlovich and Perry are coor- called 'pinkos' who weren't really
dina tors of Concerned Voters of· Communist sympathizer.s. In this
California, a group which is case, a person could be labelled
working to stop passage of the 'gay,' when they are not even
Briggs
Amendment
in
the homosexual."
The first lntcrdorm Olympiad
will be held on Saturday on
Johnson Field from I :30 to 4:30,
All residence hall students are
encouraged to participate and all
students are invited to attend.
Come and join the fun!

DOONESBURY

Letters

Johns in need

Start the Year off on the right
foot. Disco Saturday night in the
Subway Sytation from 8 to midnight. Cost is $1.50 per person,
$2.50 per couple.

Editor:
My last semester at UNM was the 1975 summer session. So much
has changed.! The campus is continually growing-that is good. Yet,
I'm appalled at the standstill development of the women's facilities on
campus.

***

In 1969, the women's restroom in the SUB had neither a tampon
dispenser, nor a sanitary napkin dispenser. On August21, the first day
of the fall semester, there were still no dispensers in that restroom! I
went to three other restrooms within the vicinity of the SUB and two of
them did not have dispensers either. The third restroom had two, which
were empty! I finally had to go to the student infirmary and ask for one
through a window with two lines of people hearing my dilemma.

).u

A colloquim on "hybird tfteory
of operant conditioning" will be
presented today at 4 p.m. in room
167 of the Psychology building.
Presenting the lecture will be
Professor Frank A. Logan. It will
be free and the public is invited to
attend.

The film committee will hold
meetings open to the public every
other Monday at 3 p.m. beginning
on 8-28.

What's a snot?
I,'
,d...

'''
'

'i

The Elections Commission will
hold a meeting today at 3 p.m. in
room 230 of the SUB. Everyone is
welcome to attend.

Obviously known to Sen. Fisher was Webster's defination of a
snot-an untrustworthy, devious or malici.ous person; one who is
treacherous. This is an awful thing to call Leonard Garcia who " ... has
already suffered through a brutalizing election hassle ... "
At first, I didn't believe what my friends told me about Sen. Torn
Fisher. I trv to give everv man the benefit of the doubt.

The UNM Ballroom Dance Club
will have its first meeting tonight at
7:30 in the SUB Ballroom. Come;
have fun, and dance, dance, dance!

Is this what politics does to a man's soul? If so, where will it end? The
only honorable avenue left to Vice President Garcia is a duel.
In order to avoid such a thing and to keep continuity within the
senate, I see no other alternative but the voluntary resignation of Sen.
Torn Fisher.
We sllould ail work together and make ASUNM what it can and
should bel
Joe Cicero

The Honors Center invites you to
flirt, flaunt, and fool around or just
plain talk with its undergraduate
professors at an informal gettogether in the Honors Lounge in
the Humanities building today
from I :30 to 2:30p.m.
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LOBO workshop

t
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The LOBO Will conduct a rep_orter and correspondent Workshop
Saturday, Sept. 9 at 10 a.m. in Marron Hall Room 138. All interested
in inlorrning your fellow rnan about something on or concerning the
UNM campus, come by or call us at 277-5656,

..

' '
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His and Her Jeans & Clothing
Householdltems • Records • Books • WaJrDecor

Price is Wte
/Jours: Daily10:30;4:00 • Sat.lO::J0-4:00

Foe further Info

***
The UM PIHG answering service
for landlord l)nd tenant problems
and questions is now available on
M,W,F, from 9-12 and T,Th from
1-4 at277-2757.

The UNM Concert Choir is
holding open tryouts for all voice
positions today in room 1116 of the
Fine Arts Center from 2-5 p.m. For
more information call John Clark
at 277-4301.

ploase cat!

Afro American Studies
Schedule of Classes
Fa111978

Bookbag
Special!

Hist, Ed. 1-'dnJ,
284."((11

A roomy daypack, perfect
for books ... made oftough,
wateq~roofnylon

Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other information (year classificatlon, college, local phone number,
local or commuting address, permanent address) deleted
from the Student Directory should stop by .the Student Ac·
tivities Center located on the first floor of lhe New Mexico
Union Bullding(SUEI) before September B, and fill out the ap•
proprfate form. We can delete information but are unable to
rnake any changes In the materiaL

AfriCJtrll'~.l.iHt-s

M. W. 4:30·S~.f5Jllll

t~d. Fdm;

W.l0;(.Ml-1211S:nm

293-003

Ave.S.E.

Dr, Chari~!>
Bt't.&imll
l'rul'. .Shiatne
Okunu
l'roi.IHH) ,\Juore

'iTli:00-12Jl5nm

l•wf.S;un Jol•illoOit

'l'r 9:.30·10:-fOaru

Dr. llimlld' lhilcy

W. 6:30-9:1$pm

l'rof. Ra)'

TJ' 8:0CMM5am

Prof, J·'r•idoSilmd

Mod,&Cia10s.
l..ang~ 101·001

Swahili

MWF2~

l;r(lf. Slim 1'"~ola

Ed. Fdns.l9l·001

Prr.hlnn~

Arr.

Dr_ Harold Haile>

l!Al, Fdns. 59 lAm

PmlA£nL~

Arr.

JJr.Jhrulr:l H,.iJ('_\'

Ct:n. St, 299-00!J

InclhiduiiiSiudy

Arr,

Pro(, Sarn Jrtlmwn

English 280-008

2320
Central

Or. Harold Baily
a\ Atro·Amerlca.n
Slud\e5, 2'17·5644
or '2'17·5645

lmtitution.:il
ftatism
Africm l.ilt'l'tllurf!

Ed.fdns, '293.0]6

Sale 8.75

M.6:30-!J:ISJNO

lntro To Afrq.
A mer. Sh1dlrs
lla~-rt Hacisrn &
,\mt•r.l..llw
Black Ctiilrmmily

1:;.1. Fdns. 293-005

Reg.10.95

Afr().,.\mcrican
JJi!o't'''Y

Pol. Sci. 352.001

Hd, fdns, 293.004

***
An open house will be held at the
Computing Center, 2701 Campus
N.E., today from 10 a.m. to noon.
There will be open viewing of the
computing hardware, terminal
demonstrations and displays
describing various software, such as
compliers and statistical package.
General
documentation and
pamphlets will be available to
visitors.

Deletion of Name From
1978·79 Student Directory

Editor:
For your information, France V. Scholes, for whom the administration building is named, is still very much an internationally
knoWn scholar of Latin-Arnerit:an history, although he isn't quite as
active as tie once was. And while I'm at it, his name is pronounced
"SKOLES," not "SHOLES.'' Thanks.
Maria Bauer

GENTLY USED

9012-A Central SE

-

'Skoles,' not 'Sholes'

consumed and $7.6 million W'IS
paid to governmental 11nits. Vermont drinkers downed 11.8 million
gallons which generated $3 million,
Rhode Islanders put away almost
~3 million gallons ~nd the brewing
mdustry paid $1.4 milion .in taxes
and license fees there.
The only state in New ErJgland
not big on beer drinking appeared
to· be Connecticut, which ranked
43rd in the naiton in per capita
consumption. About 57.8 million
gallons put $10 million in the
coffers of Connecticut State and
local governments.

Alcholics Anonymous meetings
are at noon Monday through
Saturday in Canterbury Chapel
Library, University and Ash N.E.
If you have any problems with
drinking, check it out. Anonymity
guaranteed.

MOUNTAINS

Editor:
Concerning ASUNM Sen. Tom Fisher's letter in Wednesday's paper
(Aug. 23). I strongly object to Senator Fisher's vile language in referring
to Vice Presid.ent Leonard Garcia. In the last sentence of Sen. Fisher's
third inaccuracy, Vice President Garcia is called a snot! At first, I
couldn't believe what I read. A snot, I asked myself? What a vulgar
thing to say about anyone, never mind a man in such a high office.

They drank U7 million gallon~ of
brew -- almost half that drunk in
all of New England.
Rhode Island, Vermont and
Maine ranked 14th, 15th and 16th
in the nation in per capita beer
conMtmption respectively, with
theit' residents drinking between
24.5 and 24.2 gallons of brew.
In Maine 26.2million gall<lns was

atLOW-LOW PRICES

***

I certainly hope this complaint will result in the installation of the
much needed dispensers.
Tesa Mae Stone

Beginning today, the Albquerque
Christian Fellowship will be giving
a weekly Bible Study in the Honors
Center in the Humanities building.
Studies will begin at 7 p.m. and will
run every Friday the semester.
Everyone is encouraged to attend.

AUGU1:>'TA, Maine (UPJ)- The
U.S. Brewers Association says New
Englanders really Jove their beer.
They made the region one of the
nation's leaders in suds-guzzling
last year by draining more than 283
million gallons.
Five of the nation's top 20 beer
drinking states on a per capita basis
are in New England, the beer
association said. Its regional
headquarters are in Maine.
A spokesman said New Hampshire elbow benders were way
ahead of the rest of New England
and ranked second in the nationbehind Nevada - in per capita
consumption. He said the brewing
industry paid $4.8 million in taxes
and license fees in New Hampshire,
State and local governments in
Massachusetts profited the most
from beer sales as the industry
generated $15,6 million in revenues
there. Bay State residents drank an
average of 23.7 gallons last year,
ranking them 20th in the nation.

***

by Garry Trudeau
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Come To The
President's Ice Cream Social
And Activities Mart
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Tenants receive legal advice
fly .JOHN CHAilWICK
You ju1t moved into your dream
ho\1\c or tcmpoq1ry living quarter~
lor tk 1chool year and a problem

m>ps up. Complaining to the
landlord can <:reate new problems.
New Mexico has a landlordtenant rclati\m> act which spells out
the duties of both the landlord and
the tenant.
!•'or legal services providing help
to persons on a limited income
there is the Legal Aid Society of
Albuquerque and the Clinical Law
program at the UNM School of
Law.
And for non-professional advice
is the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG). PIRG
operates an answering service for
such problems as well as providing
a handbook for renters.
Madeline Aron, who handles
tenant problems at PIRO said the
most common problems include the
condition of the dwelling, trying to
get deposits back, rent increases
and evictions.
AI' on said she received calls from
persons who think a rent increase or

termination of a rental agreement is
the result of a complaint.
Trying to prove retaliation, when
a landlord tries to get back at the
tenant for a complaint, is hard,
Anm sai<.l.
She cited an example in which.a
tenant made a complaint and two
days later the landlord gave the
tenant a 30 day eviction notice.
"Even though the judge said it
was the most blatant case of
retal.iation he had seen, he still ruled
in favor of the landlord," Aron
said.
Before taking action against a
landlord, the tenant should not be
in violation of the lca>e or rental
agreement, Aron said.
Helen Lopez of the Albuquerque
Legal Aid Society handles rental
disputes which come into the office.
Lopez said New Mexico law
prohibits retaliation on the part of a
landlord if a resident should decide
to form a resident's union or is not
in violation of the rental agreement.
The Legal Aid Society normally
handles about I 0 cases a month
involving landlord-tenant

problems, Lopez said.
She cited several provisions of
the New Mexico Jaw which students
should be careful of.
One is a provision which allows
the landlord, without going to

housing in the university area was ·>aid most of the complaints they
judged standard compared to handle involve plumbing and
slightly over 70 percent for the city electrical code violations.
If you suspect a housing code
as a whole.
The report also showed that 45 violation, a call will bring an inpercent of the housing in the spector to inspect the dwelling,

HALL
SPECIAL OF'F'ER TO UNM FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS
THIRTEEN FABULOUS EVENINGS OF ENTERTAINMENT
', ..,
-
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CHADWICK PHOTO

This ceiling is an example of the high percentage of deteriorating houses in the University
area

'

Th~· S:i5 Jfain.•ut is a\'niluhle Jitr•r
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lot Jes.\· al:

Markhan International
Unisex Hair Design Center
255-0166 • 7804 Central S.E.
(between Wyoming and Louisiana)

THIS SATURDAY NIGHT

CO\trl, to put a lcin on the renter's
property for failure to pay rent
without having to go to court.
The other is that if a tenant is
going to be away from his dwelling
for more than seven days, he must
give written notice to this effect to
the landlord.
Failure to notify the landlord of
this gives him the right to declare
the property abandoned and to
place a lein on the renter's
property, regardless of whether the
rent has been paid.
Lopez said there is a larger
number of complaints of law
violations which come in from the
South and North Valleys than from
the university area.
Bill MacPherson, director of the
Clinical Law Program at the UNM
Law School said they handle
anywhere from 5 to 15 cases involving landlord-tenant disputers at
any one time.
"The most common problem
seems to be problems in getting
deposits back,'' MacPherson said.
The least common problem
seems to be landlprd retaliation,
MacPherson said.
He also said very few cases ever
make it to court. "Generally when
we call and threaten to sue, the
landlord
backs
down,''
MacPherson said.
Of those that do make it to court,
the majority are won by his office,
he said.
As for sub-standard housing, a
report prepared by the University
Neighborh.ood Associations
showed only 50 percent of the

university area to be "neglected"
compared to 20 percent for the rest
of the city.
Lopez said the law requires the
tenant to give the landlord a written

LAST CALL

,y'

Southard said.
He added that the person making
the complaint does not have to be
listed on the complaint form.
Once a complaint is filed, a

OF'F'ER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 5
1978-79 CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
Tuesday, Sept. 19- The Blackstone Magic Show, Company of 25
Wednesday, Sept. 27- Neil Simon's California Suite, starring Carolyn Jones, James Drury
Monday, Oct. 2- Bella Lewitzki Dance Company, The Best in the West
Sunday, Oct. 15 - The Atlanta Symphony, Robert Shaw conducting
Monday, Nov. 6 - The Jose Limon Dance Company, Cheered the world over
Tuesday, Nov. 14- Side By Siqe By Sondheim, starring Hermione Gingold
Friday, Dec. 1 -Ballet Folclorico Nacional De Mexico, First American tour
Friday, Dec. 15 - Canadian Opera- The Marriage OfFigaro. In English
Monday, Feb. 19- A Festival Of Russian Dance, The best of Russian dancers
Friday, Feb. 23- The Wiz, Winner of 7 Tony Awards, Best Musicall975
Tuesday, Feb. 27- Dizzy Gillespie, In concert, The best of Jazz.
Saturday, Mar. 10 - The Sound Of Music, Broadway Revival, America's favorite musical
Plus- Special Bonus Program .. To be announced

Single Ticket Value

III

%Discount

UNM ASUNM/GSA Students

notice for repairs needed.
.
If the tenant doesn't see action
on the part of the landlord, he can
call the. city Housing Authority,
code enforcement division.
David Southard of the division

•
oncepbons
-· southwest
needs serious, creative people in poetry,

prose, art, photography, layoutand
business for its Falll978 staff.
All positions are open,
Apply immediately in
Marron Hall, Room 105

~

$}}4

$87

none

~P"

$57

$43

50%

$28

$21

75%

"-.

UNM Fac/Staff - You Pay Only

·~.
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SUBSCRIBE NOW

CHADWICK

"QUALITY PRIVATE INSTRUCTION"

II

SOLD OUT,

This substandard fuse box is one of the many hazards confronting tenants in UNM's student ghetto

2 blocks
UNM
255-5886

I

PRICE SECTION

notice is sent to the landlord and he
is given 30 days to correct the
problem.
If no action is taken after 30
days, another notice is sent to the
landlord giving him 30 days to start
work on the repairs and 60 days
from the date of the notice to have
the code violations corrected.
Southard said there is a backing
of complaints because there is
currently only one person working
on complaints.

SAVE 50% or MORE

'the most repeated word of
advice given by everyone is to
comply with your rental agreement
when filing a complaint.

SELECTYOURSEAT ATTHEPOPEJOYHALLBOXOFF1CE

The other word of warning,
should court appeat<~.nce be
necessary, is to have everything irt
writing,

I
.I

ATTENTION STUDENT SUBSCRIBERS Your season tickets
are ready to be picked up. When claiming your pass you must
pay any amount due and p,resent your current I.D. card indicting 12 or more hours for undergraduates (or ASUNM
Stamp) , and at least 1 hour for graduate students.

Monday -· Friday 9: 00-5: 30

or call
277-3121

Sale ends
Sept. 5
">
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Albuquerque's
trans-Atlantic
will be ~oming home
tomorrow, and the city is gearing
up to wekome them.
··The balloonists, Ben A bruno,
Maxie Ander>on and Larry
Newman, will arrive at the
Albuquerque International Airport
at I I a.m., Chamber of Commerce
>pokespcrson Martha Swink said.
The balloonists will be met at the
uirron by Governor Apodaca,
Mayor Rusk, a Congressional
delegation, and officials of the
Chamber of Commerce, she .laid,
After a' short welcoming
ceremony at the airport, a
motorcade will be formed, and will
start a parade. T[1e motorcade will
travel down Yale to Central where
it will pause to hear the UNM
Marching Band play, Swink said.
Then it will continue west on
Central to Eighth strGet, turn right
onto Tijeras, and end up at the
Civic plaza, she said.
At the plaza, presentations will
be made to the balloonists by the
governor and mayor, Swink said.
The Watermelon Jug Band wHI sing
a song called the "Double Eagle,"
which was written in honor of the
ballonists, and there will be a mass
ascension of balloons at the plaza,
she said.
balloonist~

City

welcomes
home
balloonists

Davis to host breakfast
for new faculty members
UNM journalism professor and
author Tony Hillerman. The
prcsent<Jtion is an introduction to
New Mexico.
Each of the approximatcy 100
new faculty members will be accompanied by a senior nlember of
the faculty from his or her
department.

UNM President William E. Davis
will host a breakfast for new faculty
members at the SUB Ballroom
Saturday.
The 9 a.m. event will feature a
showing of the film "Where Edges
Meet" prepared by New Mexico
Magazir.e with the assistance of

Friday 25
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Cheech & Chong- High On Life?

Study vvorkshop offered
By MARC MERVIS
UNM undergraduates with reading and study skills
problems have an opportunity to shape up those areas
in a workshop this semester at the university, "Study Skills Workshop" is being offered by the
College of Arts a11d Sciences Advisement Center which
deals with problems of study time, note-taking,
reading and exams, said Tom Venardos, director of
the center.
Kelli Livermore, Student Advisor/Counselor at the
center, said, "Class members tend to be highly
motivated.
She is one of three instructors in the non-credit,
five-week course which continues through Sept. 22.
Other instructors include Janet Farnham and Vera
Norwood, administrative coordinator at the Provost's
office, said Livermore.
The class, which meets Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 1-1:50 p.m., currently has 28 students.
1ncluded are 12 freshmen, six sophomores, eight
juniors and two seniors.
This week the students were given two exams, one
dealing with study habits and the other, personality
trails, Livermeore said,
"Many register but don't follow through with it,"
Venardos said.
Venardos and Livermore said the personality inventory examines students' introversion-extroversion

"Up In Smoke" With LOBO Arts

characteristics, their orientation toward people.
Venardos said introverted people who like to be
alone ''study better."
Livermore said extroverted people like to party and
have more throuble studying.
Venardos estimated 25-50 per cent of students work
half-time and have particular study problems. He said
working lowers a student's grades and class load,
forces class-dropping, and prolongs a student's
graduation.
Vcnardos and Livermore said motivation is the most
important learning factor. They said students should
study "when they feel good." Both said it's important
"to schedule in fun times."
''We encourage them to reward themselves after
studying," Livermore said. In that way, a student will
be more eager to study, she said.
lloth agreed se!f.discipline is necessary to become
educated, not to cram for an exam by forced
memori.zation and not remember anything after it.
The course doesn't guarantee better grades. It does
guarantee better knowledge,'' Livermore said.
"It's ideal for students to read chapters two or three
times and once at final exam time," Venardos said.,
"The chapter will make more sense after several
readings," he said.
He concluded, "It's never too late to acquire good
study habits.''

comedy, played for belly laughs.
finally went round and round and
Written by Cheech and Chong
got it away from him and did it
and shot over seven weeks in the ourselves."
summer of '77, tlw film is about a
What about other performers j n
pair of characters we've come to the movie? Cheech sat up "Zane
Knock-knock. Lightly.
know, Pedro and Man. Pedro
"Dave," A whisper. "Dave, (Cheech) is our low rider hero. Man llusby -- she plays this chick call
Jade East -- she's really funny."
open up."
Chong piped in with "Stacy Keach.
(Chong)
is
the
son
of
Tempest
and
From behind the door. "Dave's
Arnold Stoner (played by Edie He's a professional"
not here."
What's next for you guys?
Again/he whisper, this time a bit Adams and Strother Martin),
"More movies." They both anparents
who
want
their
son(?)
to
go
louder, mar(! hurried.
swered, and our time with Cheech
"Dave. Jt 's me I've gal the stuff. straight. Fat chance. He meets up
with Pedro, they get wgether a and Chong was up. They were off
Open up."
band, they need sonwthing to to catch a flight to Las Vegas. It
uvave 's not here."
That bit of fluff, dealing with a smoke (!). Looking for a herb to was 7 p.m., and they were
clandestine dope transaction which case their tensions is futile. After a scheduled to do a show in some
goes awry, may have started a round-about visit to Tijuana, paid casino at 9. Ah, stardom.
Cheech and Chong have been
revolution in comedy. And the
"head" revolutionaries were for by Immigrations, they head called by some "The Abbot and
Richard "Cheech" Marin and back to L.A. (very funny scene of Costello of the 70's." If their next
Tommy Chong, the first Chinese- them crossing the border from films are as funny as "Up In
Chicano comedy team. Just the Mexico to the U.S.) in a van made
idea of a Chinese-Chicano pair of of dope. They head for the Roxy in Smoke," Abbot and Costello could
Hollywood, where their band, Alice become know as "The Cheech and
comics is funny.
Cheech and Chong were in Bowie, is slated to appear in "The Chong of the 20's."
Albuquerque to promote their first
movie "Up In Smoke." We (the
t..obo) went to the Four Seasons
and talked with them.
How did you guys get together,
we asked. "We were pen pals,''
said Cheech. "He was doing two to
five for child molesting and 1 was
doing five to ten .. " The sentence
trailed off, allowing us time to stop
laughing. "No, actually, .it was nine
or 10 years ago. In Vancouver. We
were doing different things, then
started to do some work with an
improv group, and that led to
.._
stand-up comedy in a topless club."
The trail led to Hollywood
where, six years ago, they were
spotted by Lou Adler at the
Troubadour. Adler calls them Ch~ecb ffirln (L) and Tommy Chong relax after their all day PR
"exceptionally
creative •~salon.
By MIKE HOEIT & JOE
WESBROO.K

UNM offers french classes
for children to senior citizens
A Saturday morning French
language instruction program for
children and adults will begin Sept.
9atUNM.
Sponsored by the UNM modern
and classical languages department,
the classes .wil be held every
Saturday during the fall semester
from 10:30 to II :20 a.m. in 113 of
Ortega Hall.
Pierrette- M onique
Denzler,
coordinator of the program, said
children 5 to 14-years-old are
eligible to register for the classes.
Persons 15-years-old and older will
be grouped in adult classes. Senior
and graduate UNM French stlldents

will be instructors for the courses.
Tuition fees are $15 for the first
child of a family and $10 for each
additional child. Fee for parents .is
$15. The fee for adults who do not
have children enrolled is $20 and
the fee for senior ceitizens .is $10.
"We will have beginning, intermediate and advanced classes,"
Denzler said. "All the class

Registration for the classes will
continue through Sept. I in Room
113 of Ortega Hall. Students may
pre-register until Aug. 31 by calling
277-5627 or by mailing the
registration fee along with the name
and age of each student to Denzler
at Ortega. Ha11447, UNM, 87131.

materials for children are covered
in the tuition fee, but adults must
buy their own textbooks. At the end
of the semester we will have a big
party and give prizes to all the
children,'' said Denzler.

ffio.n (Chong) enjoys o. bazooko. while Pedto (CHeech)
sttuggles to keep his low Met on the road.

AUG 25•26
THUNDERBALL

(Sal Mai 12:0015:15
YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE

(Sat Mat 2:30) 7:35
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

9:40

.

PICTURE SHOW

lmDniC.HT FUCK

I
Don't Forget
Dinner
6pm tolOpm
6to11

B T

R
E

7:00
and
9:15

International House
W·C· Fields
Bela Lugosi, George Burns, Gracie Allen
and Cab Calloway singing "Reefer Man"
Sat. 26
7:00

Monty Python

9:15

"And Now For Something
Completely Different"

11:30

s

Happy Hour

4pmto
7pm
Mon.-Fri. ~~JJ;IS~rfr

Because there's going to be nothing straight about a CHEECH & CHONG 61m.
Every generation has had their own comedy duo; the 30's had Laurel and Hardy.
Abbott & ~ostello broke up the 40's and Martin and Lewis really fractured the SO's.

CHEECH & CHONG have helped make the 70's go "UP IN SMOKE."
CHEECH & CHONG are the comedy team that gave birth to rock comedy

'. 'l

Now it's time for a CHEECH & CHONG movie.

C & C's "lJP IN SMOKE" will make you feel very funny.

''

I
I

!

So don't go straight to see this movie!
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StarTing theech Marin and Tommy Chong
Tom Skerritt Edie Adams Strother Martin
and Stacy Keach as Sgt. Stedenko Written by Tommy Chong & Cheech Marin
Produced by Lou Adler & Lou Lombardo Directed by Lou Adler Panavision®

.SUB
THEATRE
Located in the basement at the South
end of the Student 1Jnion Building
- -

•· ' ,,
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Why Don't
You Take Me
Somewhere
Tonite?
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B
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E
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and in the process of turning on a whole generation, sold ten million albums,
picked up numerous awards, including Cash Box and Billboard's best comedy duo,
and a Gram my for their album, "Los Cochinos~
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Pedro (R), In o. atunnlng pink tutu, & ffian (L), dreaaed aa o.
giant red Quao.lude, prepGte for the "Rock Fight of the Century."
comedians." They call Adler ''an
asshole." More about that later.
There had not been a best-selling
comedy LP in more than a decade
when the pair released their first
album "Cheech and Chong." That
one was nominated for several
Grammy awards and it made them
stars, They went through four
straight platinum albums (one
million units sold, in record industry jargon), and their fifth
brought a gold. For stand-up
comics it was an unprecendented
feat. For the comedy industry it was
the beginning of a landslide.
Richard Pryor, George Carlin and
Steve Marlin owe C & C a big one.
Until Cheech and Chong came
along, modern morality hadn't
learned to see the humor of its' own
lifestyle. It was high scbool, toek
and roll, dope humor. It was and is,
a panic.
After such spectacular success on
records it was inevitable they would
turn to movies. "Up In Smoke",
now showing at the Coronado 4
theaters, is their first. Never ones to
be subtle, C & C have gone for the
comedic jugular vein in ''llp Ifi
Smoke." "Smoke is rock and roll

Rock Fight or' the Centry", a
cosmic/karmic battle of the bands.
It's deadly funny stuff, a laughing
jag set to film.
"No modesty intended, but when
the movie is on us, it's great,''
cheech said, lying flat on his back
oh the Four Seasons only vibrating
bed. "We're very funny.''
How did you write "Up In
Smoke?" "Well, we got together,"
Chong answered, "and we thought
of stuff that we knew would make a
funny movie. We could have come
up with seven or eight scripts, all
different stuff." Any rewriting?
"No, we just shot the first one."
Any hassles? "Only with Lou
Adler.'' Cheech said. Tommy
emphasiz~d the point. "The guy's a
record producer. What does he
know about making mov.ies? He
said to himself 'I want to be a
director.' He didn't know What to
do. The asshole Wanted to do one.
thing, and we had ideas about what
we wanted to· do. We knew it would
work and he dic!n't. It took a year
to cut because he had control and
the· idea 'This is my movie.' We

\t\ .

J JJ

.
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MONTGOMERY PLAZA I MONTGOMERY at SAN MATEO I BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE I 883·2540
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To Cost Near $40,000
Tnt vcling the lea~t expensive way
available, the Alblctic Department
spent $35 ,R 11.79 last year to send
the I .obo football team to a game in
Honolulu. The department expects
that rigurc to ncar $40,000 for this
year's trip on Sept. 7-10.
Roundtrip airplane fares for the
72-mcmbcr delegation accounted
for more than 70 per cent of the

bill, a total of $26,013.33. The
remaining $9798.<kl was spent on
hotel rooms, meals, busses to
transport the team and built-in tips
included in services sucb as luggage
transportation.
"We traveled the cheapest way
we could·," said Robert Do Bell,
associate director of atheltics in
charges of business. "We didn't
have enough people to fill a charter
plane"
He said the increase in the cost of
this year's trip is due to inflation
and will probably to "ten per cent
overall."
Last year the team traveled
roundtrip from Albuquerque to
Los Angeles on a reduced fare

featuring
the Sounds of

Eldon 'Ottis
Greer' Feldman
AT THE
SUBWAY STATION
Student Union
Building Basement

and

LIGHT SHOW
Sponsered by SCEC
$1.50 per person

$2.50 per couple

q

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
5-8 pm
Well drinks - buy I get I FREE
Beer~ I glass 50', 2 glasses 75'
Featuring our famous
strawberry Dacjuris
4310 CENTRAL SE

flight and flew economy rate
roundtrip to Honolulu.
DoBcll said the team will travel
the same way this year and will save
the hotel bill for one night by
returning to Albuquerque immediately after the game Sept. 9.
The Lobos will also be staying at
the same hotel, the Ma kaha Inn, as
they did last September.
Although the Makaha Inn gave
UNM a discount last year, the
Athletic Department chose to
return there mainly because it
provides team isolation and a place
to practice.
DoBell said the hotel, a 45minute drive from the airport and
two hours from the beach, is the
right setting to prepare the team
mentally, unlike the 1971 trip when
the team stayed in a downtown
Honolulu hotel across the street
from the beach.
''People like to think the trip is a
nice vacation but we go to play the
game," he said.

Lobos,
Aggies,
Back In
Uniform
Former Lobo and Aggie greats,
two NBA players and a square
basketball highlight Saturday's
third annual John Anders
Memorial basketball game in
Johnson Gym at 1 p.m.
Marvin Johnson, Mel Daniels,
Ira Harge and Petie Gibson will be
part of the former Lobos. Dexter
Hawkins and Truman Ward ares
orne of the Aggics taking part.
Ron Lee and Eric Money will be
on hand to face off in a one-on-one
contest during half-time, Also
during half-time Albuquerque
Mayor Dave Rusk and others will
be on hand to participate in a freethrow contest using a square
basketball.
There will also be a slam-dunk
contest.
Two Lobo basketball season
tickets are being offered as prizes of
a raffle to be held during the third
quarter..
.
Tonight there will be a reception
at the Hilton Inn at 7 which is open
to the public and will be hosted by
this year's Lobo basketball team.
Rort Lee, who is expecterd to be
at the reception, was named to the
NBA all rookie team at' the end of
last season. He was drafted out of
the University of Oregon by
Phoenix of the NBA, San Diego of

01
HAl'A'I

-.,HALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

The Search Goes On
By Ed Johnson
Bill Mondt's search was rudely interrupted.
.
"You don't hold onto my leg no more," the bulky Lobo defens1ve
lineman growled at his teammate on the offensive line.
"What?"
"I say, you don't hold ont~ m~ leg. no more."
.
.
Then they collided, but th1s lime It was not a game. Bdl. Mondt and h1s
alert staff rushed in on the pounding quarrel and once agam put the Land
of the Lobos into peace.
It was a hot afternoon as Mondt tried out his quarterbacks and tempers
were almost as hot. At the beginning of the scrimmage it was the offense
which was impressing the sparse gathering of reporters an~ fans ..
Noel Mazzone was as bruising as he's ever been on h1s runmng game.
Brad Wright was able to complete some passes and Casey Miller was able
to do a little of both. C.J. Jones was able to do little of anything and ended
up in the hospital the next day with a bruised sternum ..
Mike Williams, Jim Sayers and the rest of the runm~g back. crew were
kept in their places for much of the afternoon. The w1de rec1evers were
constantly harrassed and even when they could catch the pigskin, they got
clobbered even harder.
"Didn't you see that solid def.ense?" ~ red·f~ced c.o~ch yelled to the
runningback, who instead of trymg a qmck M1ke W1lhams-type move,
plowed uselessly into a solid man-made wall.
.
.
"You're getting him killed," another coach roared to the offensive l:ne
as Brad Wright picked himself up from the ground, perhaps wondenng
when the Santa Fe Railroad changed its route and plowed through
University Stadium.
Things are not as optimistic, offensively, as some may believe. But the
main cause of that seems to be that there is no one who has taken charge at
quarterback. Each of the six candidates (Mazzone, Miller, Wright, Jones,
McGill and Urban) have qualities that would make fine leaders. But they
each have some problems.
But if it's optimism you're looking for, then take a look at the Lobos
punishing, torturing and down-right nasty pack of blood-thirsty wolves on
the defensive side of things.
So while the defense is tearing up everything in sight with reckless
abandon, the search for an offensive leader goes on.

a

NOEL MAZZONE
QUARTERBACK
Sr., 6·2, 209
Raton, NM

In Search
Of A Leader
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HERE'S A SPECIAL COUPON

OFFER THAT WILL GET
YIIJ IN THE PILDJ'S SEAT•••
FOR ONLY $10.001
r----~---~---------------,
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Marvin Johnson
the NFL and Portland of the"North
American Soccer League.
Lee's one-on•one opponent,
Money, hit 52 per cent of his shot
for Detroit last season. He was
drafted as a hardship case out of
the University of Arizona in 1974
and is a three;year veteran.
Tickets cost $3 for adults and $1
for those under 12.
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This coupon and $10 entitles you :
to a pre· flight briefing, a Discovery l
Flight during whiCh you actually fly :
the airplane underthe direction of a o
Certified Flight Instructor, and a 1
special after-the-flight evaluation.
And $10 pays for everything!
It's our way of introducing you to
the most popular flight training
program in the world, developed by.
Cessna, world leader in personal
flying. It's a system that brings
flight training down to its simplest
form. makes it easy for everyone to
learn to fly, With the best
instructors, the best airplane, and
the best curriculum.
Whatever you do you can do it
1
batter if you fly.
'

: $10 DiSCOVERY R.IGHT COUPON :

~-·-----------~-----------J

Complete Head Shop with
Continuous Discount Prices
Adult Games .. • Party Supplies
Montgomery Plaza Montgomery & San Mateo
883·1587

Benco Aviation
Mid-Valley
AirPark
865-5482
Ces'Sna :::::PilOT CENTER
--;:-·

Meets

All entries for Intramural flag
football and soccer are due today a
4 p.m. in the mandatory managers
meeting. The meeting will be in
room 124 of Johnson Gym and
every team entered must have a
representative present at the
meeting.
Soccer will be played with seven
on a team and the offside rple will ·
not be enforced. Both mell's and
women's leagues will be formed.
Flag football (men) and
powerpuff football (women) have
seven on a team with everyone
eligibel for a pass.
If a tean1 wants to enter both
soccer and football there will be no
problem at all. The intramural staff
will schedule each sport on alternate days.
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Introduce a friend to
a real hardy meal at

La Posada
If you have a friend who is not a regular diner at La Posada,
bring him along next time and he can eat at half the regular
price with this coupon through August 31, 1978

It's the place you can go to on
campus for a variety of full course
meals, all you can eat at one price.
We are located just North of
Johnson Gym

Stewart Leads the Way
to fill three open positions on the
varsity team and one alternate.
"We have been playing the
course very difficult because we
want to get the best players."
Knight said, "The scores were not
as good as I thought they would be
but the condition of the course has
a lot to do with that." The .greens
have been in bad shape because of
the rain. Kinght said the course will
be in better shape in the next few
weeks.
"The great thing about this

ack®

BUY ONE MEAL,
GET ANOTHER AT
HALF PRICE!

By PETER MADRIO
Not since last October when he injured his shoulder, has Noel Mazzone
There are two leagues: The T·
seen action on the football field.
Bot Tuesday the 6-2, 209-pound 1975 Raton High School,graduate was shirts are awarded to the first place
back into the hitting and grinding on the practice fields behind the south team; the (B) league is for intermediate skills and the (R) league
complex building.
Mazzone, who held the starting spot at Quarterback on last year's is fun recreational league for people
football team until he Was injured half way through the season, said, "My who want to have a good time.
first day of contact since October was alright. I felt pretty good but I was
kind of worried about the injury still."
Mazzone joins the list of C.J. Jones who was also injured, Brad Wright,
Larry Urban, Casey Miller, and Curt McGill as possible starting quarterbacks for the 1978 Lobos of coach Bill Mandt.
"The quarterback spot is still up for grabs," Mazzone said, "I think any
one of us is capable of doing the job. It will depend on whO's going to
move the team."
But regardless of who starts at quarterback for the Lobos, Mazzone said
For the 13th year there will be
he sees the team as being close this season.
bike races to the top of Sandia
Mazzone said, "The guys that are juniors and seniors this year have been Crest. There will be two races, one
together for a while. I'm real optimistic about the season. This is the about 40 miles, starting from the
closest knit team I have seen here at UNM, and this is something which you Western Skies and another
need."
beginning at the base of 44 and
But with the opening game of the season not far away, Mazzone and the North 14 which is about 14 miles.
rest of the Lobo candidates for top signal caller are hard at work trying to Both races will start at 8 a.m. with
put together those elements it will take to prepare themselves for the registration at 7:30a.m. There is a
$2 entry fee.
September 9 dash with the Rainbow Warriors in Hawaii..

By JOHN LANEY
At the end of three rounds, Chris
Stewart is leading the South Course
Qualifying Tournament by seven
with a 222 six over par.
Stewart, who is from Manzano
High School, was not very excited
with his third round lead. ''I expected to do this well." Stewart
said. Stewart has been putiing
extremely well throughout the
tournament.
Bill Lester is in second place with
a 229, 13 over par. Lester tame to
New Mexico from Indiana to play
basketball but did not make the
team. Lester has played for the golf
team the past two years.
Ryan Ramy, who is from
Honolulu, is in third place with a
230, 14 over par. "R:ian Ramy has
a real good swing but he has not
played well since he's been here,"
Coach Dwaine Knight said.
Dal Daily is in fourth place with a
234, 18 over par. Daily is from
Highland High School and was
voted the top high school player in
the state last year, "The reason we
didn't recruite Dal was because we
ortly had one scholarship," Knight
said.
Tod Hartle from Michigan and
Mike Barnes from Santa Fe both
tied for the number five position
with a 23 S, 22 over par.
the purpose of the tournament is

YUkon
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Bike Race
Sunday

I

266-7756

4310 Central SE 266-7756

IM Entries
Due Today

Track Meeting Slated
The UNM women's track team will be holding meeting for all those
interested in joining, at 3:30p.m. Monday at the University Stadium. This
is the. team's third year of existence and head coach Tony Sandoval is
optimistic about this year, with top distance runner Janet Wroblewski
returning.

The 1st Intenlorm Olympiad will he held Saturday on Johnson FieiLI.
Beginning. at 1:30 p.m .• students ff\Hn the LINM donm will ,·om pel~ ina
mini-Oiympks spon">rcJ by the residence hall swl'f.
Judges ror the events include Dean nl' Students Karel~ UlaRcr, A>Sodatc
Dean Karen Abraham, Associate Dean Randy Boc!].ltn and l.a Posada
Food Scn·ice Director George Prindiville.
ASUNM Prc>idcnt Mimi Swanson will be master of ccremonicr,,
The program ranges from the triple threat, (\ three-legged race with an
unlimited number ,>r contestants, to cheaper by the dot.en, an obstacle
course with 12 event:., t2mcn and 12 women on each team.

A drive tll reorganite the defunct
women's rugby club at UNM b
underway with an organizational
meeting scheduled for MonJay,
Aug. 28 at 8 p.m. in room250-A of
the New Mexico Union.
Jan McGeachy, a three-year
veteran of rugby, said the cluh is
looking for athletic women who
enjoy running and would like to
develop a solid 15-member club this
semester.

Ha_vvaii Trip Expected
Jly HAY GI,ASS

Olympiad Saturday

La Posada
Dining Service

tournament is that it gives these
guys who think they can make the
team a chance to. That's what it's
all about." Knight said, "Whoever
makes it, I'm happy with I am sure
they will blend in with our other
nine players."
Some of these players have come
from all over the country just to get
a chance at playing Lobo golf. A lot
of these players had scholarship
offers at smaller schools but they
wartted to try and play for the
Lobos.

The first edition of
UNM'• ne.., creatfoe pubUcatlon
of literary and artistic cortceptlt

.
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~
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~
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on sale
$2.00
In Marron Hall Room 131
UNM Bookstore and
the Mercado
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P"E\ii~-y-.S PIZZA. Deep dish plu.11 by the .~Jice: und
pnn- Pitt~ s.rtcinls f~;murhlg fn:,,h salnds and .~lice.~.
:.!004 <'cmral SE. (Acros~ from UNM),lMJ-97$0.
08/25
<:iOl'IIMORE.Il • WH SAI.U'rE YOU for hnnging
tntJK,h the first )'car of college. If you need nn added
llll:t"ll1l~C to continue we .suggcst )'on~;hcck out the Air
hm:t Orriccrs Trmniug. Progrnm, Cht"t:k It out by
~Imply addi11.0. AP ASP lOb, Development or Air
Power. (Momlnys 1:00 10 l:SO pm, or Wcdcn~'h•Ys
fi:OO 10 iHO 11111). No hnfiscls: but an opportunity 10
learn nh(lllt Aero·Space ilnd to check out whether )'OU
wnnt w joill tl•c tWo·YCIIr progmm next ycur. What
ntht.>r mur~c Ieath 10 fiuarJC1al aid, t11!', and .a
('lrofes~ionnl job c:ontat'l ·upon graduation?
01)101
IWOM/IJOAfW RiiSI'ONSIBLil Wmnnit to live-in
(pno,.;•tc lletlmom/bath) & ~:arc for2 children ltges 8 &
10 ~no P.M.-9:00P.M. MondfiY· Frld:•y.l3ndof
/\ugu~( thru May, Home 3 blocks from UNM. 265.
5.lllinrR81 1419.
OR/28
i;l-.R~~()NA_"l IZED. CUSTOMIZED UCENSH J)!utcs
nt,ld n IOIU::h
da~s. "(~rc:Ui\le Sigrt.~" 606 Truman
Nl· {IIIIC b\i)(k west df I .o/liU!i nml San Mntt"O). 266·
901)1'
lll!./26
VTJ<.t All RFI'lJRNINO vete-rans interested in
ntgiUit/ut ional a~-HvitiC'~. there will be 1\n 1!11roductory
twthcnnp, on H/26178. r•or C11rthcr Info. c;~ll Cisco or
Mike, 277·4110.
08/30
iJAJ~i{'tN(i HIN Wt'l'f-1 UNM's lJal1room D11ncc
Club, 7~30 run. 1'-riduy, Augu~t 2.5th In the SUB
Uaiii'O(J!ll.
0!1/25
f·IW.SIII'liRS()NS! iliUm Of dull classes? Add
Gen. St. J II OO.'i {Weds 3:00-5:00} a .!lnmU r..ll~•.:nssion
cia-.~ with intcrc.o;ting rcmling. Drop by the honor~
center.
08/2S
CARR/\RO'S DELl BEST prices in town. Milk 2-St
pcrlmlf gnllon, one per customer. 108 Vassar SE
08/25
ARLEN ASI-IER JAZZ quartet every F'riday S:JO to
7:J0p,rn. Ut Ned's.
08/25
WHY NOT U.!ARN French in France with total
lmmc:rsiou1 It tn'kcs only S weeks to auain riuency
and only 13 to achieve fluency at the French
Ur\IVcrslty level.
Run in cooperation with the
Uni.,..ersity or Cncn, these sc..<>sions (Fall, Spring,
Summer) \nclurJc family living and programtncd
illSifllt'timis (30 ltt.UHS ;1 wC~k), They arc open to
determined beginner-~ nud neat beginners. Oj"u:ning
nho anew progm111 o1t rhe- French Riviera. For .rnore
infotmmlon cu\ll'rofc,~~or Duntcr 842·5482, or Di:me
Rli·OJSS.
08/30
\VO~WN INTE~Rt:STED IN Playing rugby cnll hn
McCicaehy, 268-M~21:t.
08/30
('RbATlVE PEOPU~ NtiBDED to till staff
pmitiun~ {lU UNM's Arts/l.itcmr-y Mugnzinc. Apply
08/30
Marton I Lall. Room lOS, mornings.
JAN AND AU.lSON, welcome bt~ck rrom
nanyrtlbufm! In our "'oi"ld we can do the TIME
W1\RP -again! Love from Elaine, Jeri :md the Gang.
08/25
C'ONCEI'TIONS SOUTHWEST. UNM's new
publication or creative, artistic and literary con~.:epr~.
On .~:tic now in Marron Hall ~m. lO.S, UNM
Dook~tore nnd the Mc:rc11do. _$2.00.
09101

or

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST:_ A G_QOD f'Rli:!ND through silence.
08129
LOST MA!.E CAT grey whiti!.tiger with white front
kgs, dtcst~ mouth nnll nose wearing collar with 1977
rabies tag, :ltls\11ers to J\lnlor. Reward offered, Call
84l·671 S.
08/JO
YELLOW TAUDY CAT lost from president's house
UNM campu.~ 6 mo_nth old pet of twin.~. wearing: pin_k
collar. Reward. Cnll 842-9240
OB/28

4.

HOUSING

NEAT FEMALE ROOMATE needed lo shar~
~pac:lous 2 bedroom ho\15e JleJ\t to Hycler Purk 20
mhnne walk to UNM $120 plus !ti. utiliti~s Sl20
tlt;:pnsit ca\lllelen 256-7829
011/25
DRAND NEW, spu<:ious two bedroom ap11rtment for
rent. Minutes from Cllrnpus tllld frcewa)'. 298_·1732
09/01
FrlMALll ROOMMATE WANTED. $11~/mo. plus
l/2mi!ities. Uz, 265·9195, 8Bl·74H8.
08/30
ROOMMATE. WANTED FEMALE, 3 bedroom
house, $_1$0 w/utilitics. Call Silvlu, iSS-4684~ OB/29
SUPER ROOM/DOARD In ~xchange for lwu~ehold
lwlp. Ncar UNM, ncxible urrangemcnu. 243-3489.
08/29
DOWNTOWN DUPLEX, !.OFf, lwo bedroom.
Yard- gaol.! neighbor~. 90S Silver SW, $250. 247·
8(147.
09/01
FEMALB ROOMMATE WANTED. $)02.50 ph1s
112 uillitlcs, Jlet:> o.k. 2S6-0540, Kathy.
08/31
F£iMA1.E GRADUATE WANTED, -share luxury
N.E. llclghts apnrtJTICJJl, $128.00. Call294·1117 after
4;00 Jl.lfl,
08/.30
ROOMMATE WANl'l!l) 2 bdr. iowuhousr:, .$115.00
each plus phone, nc~~r Wyoming mall, 299·6998.
08/30
ONE B(lDROOM EFF. Sl3S.OO utilities Ptlid. 293·
08/30
69$4nfter3 p.m.
NORTHEAST TWO BEDROOM. cen1ml air, ap·
1~liance.s. Kids, pet~..$140.00 udlitics. paid. 26Z-l7SI,
Valley Rcntnls, $35.00 fee,
OB/30
lliKE ro CLASS. Cozy IWO bedroom. mostly
furnished. Privute yarrJ. SIOO.OO. Cnll 26l·l7!il,
Valley Rentals, $35.00 fee,
08/30
AIR CONDITIONED THREU bedroom. Newer
carpets, fenced, kids, pets. $16.5.00. 262-1751 1 Valley
Remals., SJS.OO fee.
08/30
OFF CARLISLE LARGE two bedroom, spotless
kitchenJ children welcome, 1135.00. 262·1751, Valley
Rentals, SJ.S.OO £ee.
08/30
Off' LOMAS SUPER three: bedroom house, stone
fireplace Sl!iO.OO, utilities paid. Singles. 262·1751.
Valley Rentals, $35.00 fee,
OB/30
BLOCKS TO UNM. Finely furnished one: bedroom.
Children, [lets. SSS.OO. 262-1751 Valley Rcntnls, •
08/JO
S35.00 fee.
THREE FEMALE STUDUNTS TO share house in
co·OJ) Christian living situation. lntere:s1 in personal
\hti~lituHry, world hunger rcquirctf. Rem: $50-60
rnomhly. Cont<tcl United Minlmics Center. 247·
0497. iSOI Lns l.omns Rd. NE.
08/30
HOUSE TO SHARE; SlJOmo., tllilities included.
Ron, 294~$113.
08/30
APARTMENTS FROM $125~ nil utilities pnid. 2BR,
$17.5. 293·2380, 265·2494. 7222 Central SIJ. turn
south 100' office spnc:e-20.
09/01

5.

FOR SALE

fJf!.'10

·rJ CTtTV~~c~AYN~~ally
{

~W~

,111~"l\4[Jl

1Jfl.'10

M-lliA~~l)/\'~;·~MM~~~-Ii' !..<llllCTi"l wliJJ'"T";}51Jr~
,utJ hlllh-111 hght mc-tt'r OooJ llllldlli<lll- $100. 247
41'J(J d1w~. w.k fm Jli1t
(J8'30
\.I(H~'iTJI~,~7ii lTMAJ' ri.I'Oft mile~. htmdtchar has.
!n\lap~lhlc 'otU~ hi.l'>kl't~. lmking Lham. 2-g,dlon g<~~
1 ttJII,lllll'l. Alllur '$4()(1 C <111247 32%
OJS · 2~
J9r~IJ -K-Ak~lANN r~HIA :·~n.,crtihlC, r.1ir body, good
~·n~lnt:". $39fl. 242-7774, 294-_ci4 19
08130
20 lJSf·D N>R r ABU· r -V.''i $35.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming N.E, 255-5!}87
10120
/\Nli(JUE ('LO'l'lllNCl AT Second C'hanc~; Mart,
1004D Cent rJtl S.f~. {Oil Dartmouth), Mon-Fri 10·.'i
0812S
MOBILE HOME, BEST adllll park, N.W. valleyst:t·
up. f.Jo:reJhmt cundillotJ. Unfurnished 14;.;68, 2 BR, 14
hath, storage, appliances. Owner, 344-9922
OH/2.5'
SUPBR TUNE UPS 1 .$10, you buy parts. Bob, 2654054.
08125
GIWA1' PRKES ON Ul~yclc p;nt/i and acce~!i:Qri_e~.
t~xrert rcp!lfrs. Albuquerque Bike Co·op. 106 Girard
SE Room 117. 265·!i 170.
08/2:5
CANVAS llACKPACKS: nest buy for books, 2
styles, 4 colors. New lower prices on padlocks,
chains, 1md ~abies. Hundlebar Packs: $2.00 Qff
regular bw price, Richmond Bicycle Supp)y, 102
Richmond NE, 266-1611.
0812.5
26' 1 10 Spe~:d Schwinn Suburban.- Excellent con·
08!25
dilion, $9.'1, :Z65-0646.
CITADAL mCYCLE LOCKS$$ off, Guaranteed to
S200. R.C, HaJc:tt's llicycles, 2122 Coal PI- SE, 2
blocks fmm UNM, off Yale lllvd, 84~·9378,
08/2!1
HICYCLESl NEW MEXICO'S largest selection. We
arc o~·cr·stor:kcd! Over SOO to choQsc from! Bring this
aJ in for a special student discount, R.C. Halclt's
l3il!ycles, 2122 Coal PI SE, 2 blo.::ks from l,INM, off
Yale 111vd., 843·9378·. Lenny.
08/25
Bf:.LL UlCYCtE HELMETS now $29.95! Save $7!
R.C'. Halctt'$ Dlcycles, 2122 Coal PI SE, 2 blocks
from UNM, off Ynle Blvd., 843·9378,
08/25
VW CAMPflR VAN, 73 Oo9d c;ondition, Tape,
Radio. Radials. $1800.266-6892. lenny,
08/;30
1967 PONTIAC WAGON. Dependable: good
engine, tires, $300.00. 277·380~. 266·3976.
08/23
PEUGEOT-NISI-IIKI BICYCLES 10 per cent
discount with J.J. Moped Co·Op membership. 3222
Central SE 2(,8-3949,
09/01
MOPEDS·PEUGEOT, VESPA, Sachs, BataviiS, 5
per cent discount with J.J. Moped Co-Op mcm·
bcrship 3222 Central S.E,, 268~3949.
09/01
MODI I.E fiOME, BEST adult park, N.M, Valley setup. Excellent conditlon, unfurnished, l4X68, 2DR,
I O!n bnth. S1oragt!, appli:~nccll. Owner, 344-9922.
08/2l

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART~TIME JOB graduate students only, After~
noons and evenings. Mu~t be nble to work friday and
Smurdny rtights. Mllst be 21 years old, Apj:Jiy in
person, no phone calls please. Save-Way Liquor
09129
Stores nt S704 Lomas NE, SS16 Mcnaut NE.
WORK
STUDY··ASSJSTANT
Sc:cretarY·':xpcricnced··lst or second year student-Top pay for
rtght pcrson-·Lou of responsibility, Call
Albut}uerquc Urban Observatory: 277·3638. OB/2S
PART·TIME COUNTER sales, Evenings and
weekends. Approximately 2S hours per week, Apply
in pen'ion at University Dniry ·Quecri. 2300 Central
SE.
08/JO
PO~ITICft:L_ WORK FOR Republican part)'; phone
calhng;flr:xrblr: hours. $2.65/.hour•.Call Ronna
Gregory, 883-1776.
08/30
PART·TlME REliEF nigh! auditor, Ramada. Inn
Downtown, 717 Central N.W. Call247-JS01
08/28
!iBL!,l .HELP! WANTED! Sturdy healthy and
mmgmaltvc soul who loves, tJndcrstnnd~, and
stimulates children. Call M. Cramer 243·5864 Ba.m.~
3 p.m. M~f·' 7 _p.m.-8 p.m. Weekends salary
negotiable. Start immediately.
08/31
PARi· TIME JOB! Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible: fuH-timc during break. Call Phil Franctyk,
CLU. 883,5360.
09122

7.
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§
~

§

Campus Bicycle and Moped (B•Innd Oki•s)
DISCOUNT PRICES

~

SEKAI Bicycles
Japaneese 10 Speed • LOW·LOW Prices on Mopeds

§

§11
§;
§;
1718 Centml SE • 243-96,30
§
"'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiUIIJIIIIII nlllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIII(F.

time: Prefix
ACROSS
50 Calendar
1 Slight by
abbr.
ignoring
52 Preserve
5 Careless
one's
dressers
standing: 2
10 E. Indian
words
carpet
54 Cut down
14 Give an
58 First
edge to
U.S.S.R.
15 Feminine
premier
quality
59--- way
16 Steel
street
ingredient 60 Quantity of
17 Coin of India
film
18 Watchful
62 Betsy and
19 Awkward
Diana
fellow
65 Poses
20Warming
67 Mutiny
device
vessel
22 Exigency
69 Colony of
24 Utilization
bees
25 Semesters 70 The
27 Fell in
Pentateuch:
globules
Var.
29 Fish
71 Sea eagles
32 Palm
72 Always
Springs, for 73 Solid precip.
one
7 4 Nose: Siang
33 Boat
75 Fender
accessory
blemish
34 Synthetic
liber
DOWN
36 Checks the
course of
1 Supreme
40 Sudanese
Persian
monetary
ruler
unit
2 Nobody
42 Ice cream
3 Deviating
concoctions
from a norm
44 Interrogation 4 Kitchen tool
45 Thoroughfare 5 Bees, e.g.
47 On no
6 Near the
occasion
horizon
49 Before In
7 Arabian Sea

08125
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BallOonists return

··,::

Faculty greets
nevv 01e111bers
About I 00 new faculty members were welcomed to the University by
President William E. Davis at an informal breakfast and movie showing
Saturday morning.
Each new person was accompanied by a veteran faculty member from
their department.
One member of the Board of Regents and several administrators attended the breakfast, served to more than 200 persons in the SUB
Ballroom.
Davis briefly introduced Calvin Horn, secretary-treasurer of the board,
who addressed the new fac\llty on behalf of the regents.
Administrators attending included McAllister Hull Jr., provost; John
Perovich, vice president for business and finance; and Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, vice president of student affairs.
Guests moved to Woodward Hall after the meal to see "Where Edges
Meet," a film sponsored by New Mcx.ico Magazine.
The film about New Mexico's history and culture was shown in conjunction with an architectural pictorial ofUNM in this month's issue of the
magazine. All guests received a copy.
The film's narration was written by Tony Hillcrman, administrative
assistant to the president and professor of journalism.
Also given to guests was a complimentary copy of a book published by
the UNM Press. Davis encouraged new faculty to take advantage of
employee discounts and expand their libraries with campus-published
books.

Contest questions
come trickling
'
into LOBO office
.

drh'ing/expcnses MWF 9 ~ 3, flc.o~ible. Cail Shirlc.)', 1983·1026.
08/29

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERUEDS· AT Wa1cr Trips, $99 buys
,You I) Any size dark walnut stained frame 2)- safety
liner, ~) foam in~ulated comfort pad, 4), any si1.c
martrcss With J·YT guarantee. $99 at Water Trips.
3407 Celilral NE. 255·2289.
02105
'FREE WHITE KITIENS, ~all28 i~.S21l evening.~.
OS/30

Hillerman will win a prize for
questions he answers correctly. lf
he is unable to answer the question,
.a prize will be given to the person
who submitted the question.
The contest committee will
choose the ten best questions to be
presented to the professor. All
submitted questions will be held
from Hi IIerman and kept in a place
unknown to the professor,
probably in the top desk drawer in
his office.
Final selection of the questions to
Hillerman will be made by the
committee at a time it sees fit. A
committee spokesman said this
decision Will hopefully be made
around the time of this year's
Homecoming, Oct. 20.
The spokesman said the final
date of submission is dependent
upon enough appropriate questions
being received before that date,

A&S entrance test stumps
one-half of those who take it
the use of specific details, and to ACT, a 552 or above on the verbal
By OEBBIE PACZYNSKI
The Communication Skills Test restate the major ideas or finalize section of the SAT, or a 45 or
(CST), an entrance requirement to the essay in lhe concluding higher on the English section of the
CLEP test.
the College of Arts and Sciences, pargraph.
Three members of the freshman
stumps about half of the students
The CST became an entrance
English staff read each essay and
who take it.
requirement to the College of Arts
F. Chris Garcia, associate dean assess its quality on a scale of one to and Sciences in 1975, after the
of the College. of Arts and Sciences, four.
faculty expressed dismay at the
A score of one is passirtg, a two
said usually 50 per cent of the
levels of English composition
students that take tlie CST repeat it, means the writer should complete displayed in essay examinations,
often several times, as there is no English 102, a three means the and felt that some kind or external
writer should complete English .101 check on writing skills was
limit to receive a passing score.
The CST is a 2 and a halt hour , and a four denotes the student necessary,
test of a student's ability to read needs a tutor or should complete
Stating that too many people
ashort essay and then write an essay English I 00 to remedy severe
apply to the College of Arts and
of acceptable quality to State his deficiencies,
In the final analysis, a student's Sciences without taking the CST,
response.
·
The directions in the CST ask the essay must receive at least two one's Garcia said the easiest way to
prevent any problems {such as
student to include ·in his essay and one two to pass.
The CST scores do not become disenrol!ment) is to take the test
answer an introductory paragraph,
a minimum o( three body part of q .student's permanent during the student's freshman year.
paragraphs, and a concluding record.
No preregistration is required for
Only about 5 per cent of the
paragraph or statement.
the
CST, and testing dates for the
In addition, the instructions also students who apply to the College
direct the student to have a thesis ·of Arts and Sciences are exempt . fall semester are All gust 2.8 at 6:30
p.m., September 22 at 4 p.m.,
statement in the .irtiroduction, to from taking the CST.
October
16 at.. 6:30 p.m., and
Those that do not have to take
demonstrate krtowledge Of topic
November
17 at 4 p.m. in
sentences and trasilions between the test must have received a 25 or
Anthropology
170.
sentences and paragraphs through better on the English portion of the

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classifi~d Advertising Rates

15c per word; $1.00 minim1lm charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Placed by --~~- TelephontL----~-

Friday is the last day to add a
class

The committee for the "Who
Knows More About UNM Than
Tony Hillerman Contest" said
''
~
Sunday questions for the professor
..:..
POUlSON PHOTO
are slowly trickling in to the LOBO
The UNM Marching band plays to motorcade of Do11ble /Eagle balloonists, at the
newsroom.
corner of Central a.1d University
Some o.f the questions are
reported to be worthy of stumping
him, and may be virtual brain
teasers.
Welcoming ceremonies were Domenici, and gubernatorial
By MIKE HOEFT
The contest is open to all UNM
Albuquerque's
trans-Atlantic temporarily suspended as Ben candidates Joe Skeen and Hrn·,o~•
faculty,
staff and students to
King
were
rushed
to
the
downtown
balloonists made a triumphant Abruzzo, Maxie Anderson and
stibrnit
questions
concerning the
festivities.
landing in their hometown Larry Newman were swamped by a
and any
history,
size,
personnel
At
University
and
Central,
the
at
the
airport
as
soon
as
throng
Saturday.
related
facts
about
UNM.
procession
paused
to
hear
the
UNM
their
chartered
jet
pulled
Up
to
the
The welcoming fesitivities inQuestions
may
be
submitted
to the
Marching
Band
play
"Up,
Up
red-carpeted
receiving
line.
cluded a large turnout of greeters at
LOBO
newsroom,
Marron
Hall,
Away''
and
the
UNM
fight
song.
The
balloonists
and
their
wives,
the airport, a motorcar parade past
President William Davis was Room 138 and must include the
UNM where the trio heard the in two vintage convertibles, and a
correct answer as well as person's
UNM Marching Band and a procession of state officials in- among UNM wellwishers along
ID number.
reception at the downtown Civic cluding Gov. Jerry Apodaca, parade route.
The committee has solicited
The trio plans to stay
Plaza for obligatory speeches from Mayor David Rusk, Republican
prizes
and awards from concerned
Senators Harrison Schmitt and Pete Albuquerque for awhile.
state dignitaries.
(mora photos on page 71
businesses and from UNM students
and staff. The prizes will be used as
a pool for winners of the contest.
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Enclosed
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43 Most dire
46 12 months
48 Nevada
tourist
center
51 Portions
53 Trolled
54 Prices paid
55 Of a labor
group
56 Backward:
Prefix
57 Acquire
through experience
61 Printing
machine:
Informal
63 Tranquil
64 Spanish
painter
66 Carpenter's
tool
68New form:
Prefix

gulf
8 -----Alaska
9 Jeers
10 Be unwell
11 Assemblage
12 Spur
13 Fed the kitty
21 Work: Prefix
23 Lowers
26 Athenian
poet
28 Meat pie
29 Rail bird
30 Follow: Informal
31 Knobs
35 Of an armed
force
37 Outgoing
38 Grape
refuse
39 Peter Pan
pirate
41 "----we
forget"

.

MQn.day, August 28, 1978
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TRAVEL

Please plaoo the following classified advertisement in the New Mnico Dolly
- - times(s) beginning , under, the heading
(cucle one): 1. Penonals;
2. Lost & Fowtd;
3. Ser:vices;
... Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneow.

DAILY

UNITED Feature Syndicate

COMMUTING TO SANTA FE, need to share

8.

New Mexico

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDID
PVZZLB
.

FIAT· 128 SPOR'r' COUPE, exccllentm.p.g, SI7SO

or best oHer. Inquire at 255·3094 or 842-8431. 08/29
1971 CD HONDA, 150ce., eXtras, perfect condition.
Call265·l035.
08/29
SUl>ER DEAL: 1968 Chevy window van, V-8, 307.
ST. Extras. Good condi1lon. $800.00. Phone i68·
0478.
08129
DRUM SET. E.-XCELLENT Gret~ch. Stands, hlghhnt, cymbals. $400. ti6S·6096
08/30
1952 CAD-IlLAC PICK-UP, runs good, wood bed,
$600. 1965 Sunb(am Alplnt:, runs go·od,looks worse,
make offer. 243·6531.
08/30
THREE AFFECTIONATE AKC registered ·male
Cocker Spaniel puppies, SIOO. 268-8564, 247-4338.

~

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
lJNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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BINN£W£G PHOTO

Tony Hillerman awaits his next customer at Friday's Ice
Cream Social, He is the man to stl/mp with a question, to
win the contest

